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not hurnanitarianism, but a sense of the community in which
all are members, with rights to a share in all the advantages
of civilization. Public policy already provides for a general
use of some necessities and some luxuries. Part of the
surplus of goods and services is in the common goods
which each can use as he likes. The surplus power to
produce should be used, not for rich or poor, but for the
common good.
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Education may be useful in preparing people for work;
and in the older conception the education of "the people"
was confined to this purpose, while education in its wider
sense was reserved for those who had a surplus of leisure
and wealth above the bare needs of their occupation, if
they had any. But in practice it was not found possible to
confine the education of any person to what would be
useful for work. The new principle was operative before
it was consciously grasped—that all education is a common
good, in the sense that it should give to every member of
the community an opening into the wider world within
which work occurs. That is to say, education should save
men and women who have to work for a living from
merely working for a living. It should be therefore, in one
of its aspects, a luxury, economically **useless." In the
community we now have power to produce, the education
of everyone should be better than the education of the
privileged few has been in the past. Education should
produce people who are "too good" for the world they
have to live in.
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Is it more important that a person is a mathematician or
that he is an "Aryan" ? Is it more important that a sonata
should be good music or that it should be "proletarian"?
The dictatorships seem to imply that science and the arts
should be subordinated to a particular set of conclusions
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